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Vibrational
Healing

Using
BioPhotonic
Modulation

Joe Blanton

Every complex cell in an animal's body contains
cellular power plants called the mitochondrion.
These mitochondria are responsible for energy
release directly related to injury repair and pain
relief. When a cell is damaged, the mitochondrion,
curls up like a hedgehog, and cell to cell communications is drastically reduced, or even ceased.
As a result, there is excess bleeding, swelling

Relax Far
Infrared Ray
Technology
Health Technology
for the Home!
Phillip Wilson

There have been hundreds of published studies
on far infrared energy since the 1960’s. The 2001
book, Detoxify Or Die, by Dr. Sherry Rogers
extolled the value of far infrared saunas as being the last resort to rescue many of her very ill
patients from death’s door. By 2004, the Relax
Sauna company started their research on their
proprietary emitters of far infrared energy leading to the development of the Relax Radiator.

Brown’s Gas
Practical
Applications
Energy, Health
& Agriculture!

George Wiseman
Brown’s Gas was first patented by the late
William Rhodes in the early 1960s, promoted
globally by the late Yull Brown from the 1970s
and researched by George Wiseman since the late
1980s. Known by many trade names... HydrOxy,
HHO and (inappropriately) Oxyhydrogen,
Brown’s Gas is ‘made’ by electrolysis of water
in electrolyzers that are specifically designed to
NOT separate the resulting gasses.
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and possible infection. Cells exposed to the RED
NaturaLaser Light causes the mitochondrion to
spring into action almost immediately bringing
cell to cell communication in the area of concern,
and cellular repair begins immediately.
These results support the new field of informational
medicine using quantum frequency carrier information of coherence on a cellular level. Vibranz
RED NaturaLaser is a cold-laser with human
bluePrint frequencies infused into the light to bring
the body into balance and energetic homeostasis.
Independent testing by Dr Kune using a GDV biophotonic camera, will be shown as well as Blood
Microscopy, and Thermography. A few volunteers
for neurological demonstrations of the brain's ability to communicate under stress in the presence of
the Vibranz technology will be needed!
The Relax Sauna Generator is the culmination of
10 years worth of research leading Dr Chang and
his team of scientists to the discovery of “how to
take electricity and filter out the energies that did
not resonate with and pulsate the water molecules
of the human body”, by using semi-conductor
chips in a special arrangement.
The Relax Sauna Energy is one of the most extraordinary inventions of the 20th century! It is a
natural solution to many environmental illnesses
and those that result from chemical sensitivity.
As an adjunct to meditation, physical conditioning, and the continued purification of those who
are health food enthusiasts, the relax sauna has
proven its value time and again. The relax energy
is very helpful in increasing micro-circulation as
well as reducing inflammation and pain.
Exceptional efficiencies are gained by maximizing
production of Brown’s Gas unique constituents,
mainly Electrically Expanded Water (ExW)...
a negative plasma phase of water. Traditional
electrolyzers contains membranes (to separate
the hydrogen and oxygen) that interfere with the
mechanism that makes the ExW.
This presentation dispels the myths and presents
scientific evidence that Brown’s Gas is a mixture
of 6 constituents, three expected and three unexpected. Unique characteristics of the unexpected
constituents and applications to benefit mankind
will be examined. Browns Gas can decrease carbon-based fuel consumption by 25%. It is a low
cost, superior replacement for torch fuel-gases.
In agriculture, its use can triple crop production.
Finally, it has helped bodies heal from virtually all
ailments... and may increase healthy lifespans!
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